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ABSTRACT: Controlling the temporal coherence of thermal
radiation plays an important role in energy harvesting and thermal
management. Conventional approaches for thermal radiation
control rely on resonances in bulk thermal emitters, which usually
have a large footprint and display little tunability. In this work, we
explore the possibility to control coherent thermal emission with
atomically thin emitters. We show that, despite the atomic
thickness, the peak emissivity of these emitters could be as high as
the bulk emitters. We identify several linear scaling laws for the
radiative properties of atomic-scale systems, providing a pathway
for controlling thermal radiation with atomic precision.
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Originating from random charge fluctuations, thermal
radiation is usually incoherent in both the spatial and the

temporal domains.1 However, the coherence of thermal
radiation, especially the temporal coherence, can be signifi-
cantly improved using judiciously patterned nanostructures.2,3

This can be utilized to improve the performance of energy
harvesting and thermal management systems that harness
thermal radiation for energy transport.4,5 The spectral and
angular properties of thermal radiation are typically controlled
by bulk emitters with feature sizes comparable or somewhat
smaller than the relevant thermal wavelengths, such as
photonic crystals and multilayer structures.6−9 While such
bulk thermal emitters provide plentiful bulk modes for thermal
radiation control, low-dimension emitters such as these
constructed with two-dimensional (2D) materials can often
leverage a high modal density around strong materials
resonances. They also offer new degrees of freedom to
dynamically control thermal radiation, including the use of
strain10 and electrical gating.11

In this work, we explore the control of temporally coherent
thermal radiation at the atomic scale with 2D materials. In
particular, we focus on using hexagonal boron nitride (hBN),
which has a strong high-temperature phonon-polaritonic
response in the mid-infrared spectral range.12 We show that,
despite its atomic-scale thickness, thermal emitters made from
single or a few atomic layers of hBN can generate a coherent
emissivity spectrum with a peak emissivity comparable to bulk
materials. The spectral emissivity peak of phononic 2D-
material emitters exhibits a much higher quality factor
compared to the emissivity peak from emitters based on
plasmonic 2D materials like graphene. We show that the
radiative properties of the considered hBN thermal emitters
depend sensitively on the number of atomic layers. Thus, this

system provides a pathway to achieve atomic-scale control of
thermal radiation.
We consider a nanophotonic thermal emitter, as illustrated

in Figure 1. The emitter consists of an atomically thin hBN
layer on the top, with a MgF2 dielectric spacer, and a substrate
made of silver (Ag). The number of the hBN layers is denoted
as N. Each layer of hBN has a thickness of a = 0.34 nm, and
therefore the thickness of the hBN layer is Na. We model the
optical properties of hBN layer using a bulk model with two
mid-infrared Reststrahlen bands linked to the presence of
optical phonon modes in the mid-infrared range. The in-plane
phonon modes (ωTO,⊥ = 1370 cm−1 and ωLO,⊥ = 1610 cm−1)
and out-of-plane phonon modes (ωTO,∥ = 780 cm−1 and ωLO,∥
= 830 cm−1) contribute to the in-plane and out-of-plane
dielectric functions, respectively:13,14
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where ξ = ∥, ⊥, and ω is the angular frequency. The other
parameters used are ε∞,∥ = 2.95, γ∥ = 4 cm−1, ε∞,⊥ = 4.87, and
γ⊥ = 5 cm−1. The dielectric function of Ag is obtained based on
a Drude model15 and the MgF2 is based on literature data.16

We consider the thermal emission of transverse magnetic
(TM) waves (H-field polarized in the y direction) in the
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normal direction. Based on Kirchhoff’s law and energy
balance,17 we compute the spectral emissivity (ελ) from the
spectral absorptivity (αλ) as ελ = αλ = 1 − Rλ, where Rλ is the
spectral reflectivity and λ is the wavelength.
The phonon modes of hBN notably impact the optical

properties and thus provide an opportunity to tailor the
thermal emission spectrum. Since the damping coefficients γ
are rather small, the dielectric function becomes negative
between the TO and LO phonon modes (see Supporting
Information for plots of the dielectric function), and the
material loss is negligibly small except near the TO phonon
frequency. The low-loss properties allow us to harness the
phonon polaritons in hBN.18 We note that, although our
emitter structure is similar to the metal−insulator−metal
structure, the fundamental mode responsible for the coherent
emission here is not the same as in the conventional metal−
insulator−metal structures since the top hBN layer is far
thinner than the typical metal layer used.19 Because of the
atomic thickness of the hBN resonator, although the dielectric
function of hBN is anisotropic or hyperbolic, the dielectric
function in the z direction plays a negligible role for the case
we studied in this work. Therefore, we focus on the
Reststrahlen band of the in-plane phonon modes, which are
indicated with two white-dashed horizontal lines on the
contour plots throughout the paper. Using the dielectric
function of hBN, one can describe the dispersion of the
fundamental order of the phonon polariton in the atomically
thin hBN with a similar approach used for the surface plasmon
polariton of graphene:15
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where k0 = ω/c0 is the vacuum wave vector with c0 being the
light speed in vacuum, β is the wave vector for the phonon
polariton in hBN, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ε1 and ε2 are
the dielectric functions of the media that are on either side of
hBN, and σhBN is the equivalent surface conductivity of hBN,
which is connected to its dielectric function as20
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For later use, we also define the mode index ≡ β
ω

n c0 . In this

work, we focus on utilizing the phonon polariton resonances in
the hBN ribbons to tailor the emissivity spectrum. The
condition for the ribbon resonance can be described by a
Fabry-Peŕot model:15,21−25

φ β πΔ + =w mRe( ) (4)

where the integer m denotes the resonance order and Δφ is the
phase acquisition at the edge of the ribbon. In the Supporting
Information, we show that the predictions from eq 4 agree very
well with the direct computation results for hBN ribbon
emitters.
Based on the ribbon resonances, we obtain a coherent

emissivity spectrum for emitters with different layers of hBN,
as shown in Figure 2a. For the monolayer hBN resonator, the
peak emissivity can reach as high as 0.35, which is quite
significant considering its atomic-scale thickness. As a
comparison, the emissivity in the normal direction at off-
resonance wavelength of 7.2 μm is only 0.0025 for a suspended

Figure 1. Schematic of the considered thermal emitter with an atomically thin hBN top layer. The number of hBN layers are denoted as N. This
layer is patterned to be periodic in the x-direction with a periodicity Λ. The hBN ribbons have a uniform width w with a spacing b. The middle
layer (light blue) and the substrate (silvery) are MgF2 and Ag films, respectively. The thickness of MgF2 is d, and the Ag substrate is assumed to be
infinitely thick.

Figure 2. (a) Emissivity spectra in the normal direction for the thermal emitters with different number of hBN atomic layers (N). For all cases, we
use d = 1.4 μm, Λ = 0.05 μm, and w = 0.04 μm. (b) Mode index of the phonon polaritons in thin hBN film with different numbers of atomic layers.
The mode index is obtained based on eq 2. (c) Mode index of the ribbon mode at the peak emissivity for emitters with different numbers of atomic
layers.
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continuous hBN monolayer. Thus, the use of the ribbon
structure plays a significant role in enhancing emissivity. When
the number of hBN layers increases, the peak emissivity
increases significantly as well, highlighting the possibility of
achieving atomic-level control. The high sensitivity comes from
the fact that, in the designed emitters, the Ag substrate is quite
conductive and MgF2 is essentially transparent in the mid-
infrared range we considered here. Therefore, the thermal
emission from our emitter system is dominated by the hBN
layer. We can improve our understanding of the atomic-scale
sensitivity of the emissivity spectrum to the hBN layer
thickness from temporal coupled-mode theory, which predicts
the spectral absorptivity or the spectral emissivity near the
ribbon resonances as26−28
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where ω0 is the resonant frequency, γr and γi are the external
radiative decay rate and internal loss rate of the resonance,
respectively. The effects of the background dielectric constants,
that is, ε1 and ε2 in eq 2, and the substrate mirror are reflected
in these coupled-mode parameters, which are listed in Table 1

for all emissivity spectra in Figure 2a. We see that the
monolayer emitter is in an under-coupled state when γr < γi.
The internal loss rate of the resonance is largely independent
of the geometric parameters such as the width of the ribbon.
As has been shown in refs 29 and 30 for these deep
subwavelength resonances, the internal decay rate is approx-
imately equal to half of the damping rate of the material
resonance, that is, γi ≈ γ⊥/2 = 0.471 × 1012 rad/s. As N
increases, the emitter volume increases and thus γr increases
significantly, approaching γi. Therefore, as N increases, the
emitter gradually approaches the critical coupling condition γr
= γi, and hence, the emissivity peak reaches unity based on eq
5. A similar thickness dependence of the absorptivity also
occurs in thin semiconductors.31 The fact that the atomic layer
is in the undercoupling condition makes it possible to enhance
the emissivity by enhancing γr. In the Supporting Information,
we show one way of enhancing γr by bringing the ribbons
closer following the method discussed in ref 32. In doing so,
we indeed can observe increases in the peak emissivity. The
narrow band thermal radiation, as described in eq 5, indicates
enhanced temporal coherence. We note, however, that such an
emitter remains a thermal source. The photon quantum
statistics is not influenced by the photonic designs here.
The peak emissivity shifts as we increase the number of

atomic layers. We can understand this shift from Figure 2b,
where we show the mode index of thin hBN film with different
numbers of atomic layers. We see that the mode index
decreases significantly as N increases, especially in the small N
limit. Therefore, the resonance wavelength shifts to a shorter
wavelength as N increases in order for eq 4 to be satisfied. In
Figure 2c we show the mode index at the peak emissive
wavelength. We see a clear stepwise change of the mode index
as the atomic layer thickness, especially for small N < 4,

Table 1. Parameters in Eq 5 for the Emissivity Spectra in
Figures 2 and 4b (Last Row)

No. of layers (N) ω0 (10
14 rad/s) γr (10

12 rad/s) γi (10
12 rad/s)

1 2.594 0.049 0.471
2 2.605 0.095 0.471
3 2.614 0.138 0.471
4 2.623 0.179 0.471
5 2.632 0.218 0.471
6 2.640 0.256 0.471
graphene 2.598 2.842 4.811

Figure 3. Emissivity as a function of wavelength and ribbon width for different numbers of hBN atomic layers.
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indicating the atomic controllability of the phonon polariton
ribbon mode.
Besides the atomic-scale dependence on the thickness, the

emissivity is also extremely sensitive to the ribbon width. In
Figure 3, we show the emissivity as a function of the
wavelength and the ribbon width for different N. The bright
bands are the fundamental order of the ribbon mode. For all
cases, we see a clear dependence of the coherent emission peak
on the ribbon width. The peak emissivity again increases as N
increases for a fixed w. Therefore, the ribbon width and the
thickness provide two degrees of freedom to precisely control
the coherent emission. We note that, when w = Λ, that is, the
hBN ribbon layer becomes a continuous film, the ribbon
resonances transition to an epsilon-near-pole mode33 at the
transverse phonon wavelength (λ = 7.3 μm). The emissivity
spectra from the ribbon modes and the epsilon-near-pole mode
both have weak dependency as a function of angle, as shown in
the Supporting Information, indicating a weak spatial
coherence. But the frequency of the epsilon-near-pole mode
is mostly determined by the material dielectric properties
alone, and hence, it lacks the flexibility for tuning, in contrast
with the ribbon resonances.
The ribbon resonances can also occur in plasmonic 2D

materials such as doped graphene. In Figure 4, we show the
emissivity of a graphene ribbon emitter based on the same
structure as in Figure 1. In the Supporting Information, we

show that the ribbon resonance model in eq 4 can predict the
peak emissivity of this graphene emitter very well. In general,
compared to single-layer hBN emitters in Figure 3a, graphene
ribbon resonances can provide a much higher peak emissivity.
For example, Figure 4b shows a specific case where the
wavelength of the emissivity peak is the same as the N = 1 case
in Figure 2. Based on eq 5, we obtain the intrinsic and radiative
loss rates of this emissivity spectrum (Table 1), from which we
see that γr and γi are much closer to each other than the hBN
emitter, making the graphene emitter closer to the critical
coupling condition. However, since both γr and γi are
significantly larger than those of the hBN emitter, the quality
factor of the emissivity spectrum (16.5) is much lower than the
hBN emitter (242.2). Similar quality factors were also reported
in disk graphene resonators.34

Besides the atomic sensitivity of the emissivity, the radiative
properties in the atomic scale also show a linear scaling with
the ribbon width and number of layers. In Figure 5a, we show
the peak emissivity for the emitters in Figure 3a as a function
of the ribbon width. The dashed line in Figure 5a is a linear fit,
which describes the trend very well. This linear scaling can be
understood from the coupled-mode theory. As shown in Table
2, the radiative decay rate γr increases nearly linearly as the
ribbon width increases. Since the internal decay rate is
significantly larger than the radiative decay rate, the linear
scaling of the radiative decay rate results in the linear increase

Figure 4. Emissivity of an emitter based on a graphene monolayer with a chemical potential of 0.28 eV.35 The structure of the emitter is the same as
the N = 1 case in Figure 2, except that w = 0.0335 μm.

Figure 5. (a) Open circles show the dependence of the peak emissivity on ribbon width for the emitters discussed in Figure 3a. The dashed line is a
linear fitting. (b) The emissivity at different wavelengths when N changes. The dashed lines are predictions from eq 6, in which we assume all lines
pass through the emissivity point at N = 0.
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of the peak emissivity based on eq 5. As shown in Table 1, a
similar linear scaling of γr also applies when the number of
layers N increases. However, since the radiative decay rate
becomes comparable to the internal decay rates as N increase,
the peak emissivity in this case does not scale linearly with N,
as shown in Figure 2. On the other hand, if one considers
wavelengths away from the emissivity peak, the denominator in
eq 5 becomes roughly independent from the change of the
thickness due to the ω−ω0 term, and in this case the emissivity
again follows a linear scaling law. In Figure 5b, we show this
linearity in the case when the hBN layer is a continuous film
such that the emissivity peak is fixed at the transverse phonon-
polariton wavelength (λ = 7.3 μm). We see that the emissivity
at shorter wavelengths, that is, away from 7.3 μm, indeed scales

linearly as N increases. In the Supporting Information, we
show a quantitative analysis for this scaling behavior and obtain
that the emissivity scales as

ε π
λ

ε=λ ⊥ Na
8

Im( )
(6)

In Figure 5b, we plot the predictions of eq 6, which agree
well with the direct calculations. The calculations start to
deviate from the predicted linear trend at a large thickness for λ
= 7.2 μm since it is too close to the transverse phonon
wavelength.
The linear scaling when operating at the atomic scale

provides some interesting opportunities to combine resonators
with different sizes. We consider a case where we place two
ribbon resonators with different sizes in one period, as shown
in Figure 6a. When the ribbons are not too close such that the
coupling is not significant, the structure has an emissivity
spectrum with two peaks, each of which corresponds to the
resonance frequency of a single ribbon. By tailoring the width
of the two ribbons, one can therefore tailor the emission
bandwidth. Meanwhile, due to the above-mentioned linearity
of the emissivity, the sum of the peak emissivity values roughly
stays the same for different hybrid emitters provided that

Table 2. Parameters in Eq 5 for the Emitters in Figure 5a

ribbon width (w, nm) ω0 (10
14 rad/s) γr (10

12 rad/s) γi (10
12 rad/s)

10 2.642 0.010 0.463
15 2.623 0.016 0.465
20 2.613 0.022 0.467
25 2.606 0.029 0.469
30 2.601 0.035 0.470
35 2.597 0.042 0.471

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the nanophotonic thermal emitter that contains two hBN ribbon resonators in one period. The spacing between the two
ribbons is (Λ − w1 − w2)/2. We use Λ = 100 nm. (b−i) Emissivity spectrum with different w1 and w2 combinations. The values of the w1 and w2
are noted on the plot.
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magnitude of w1 + w2 is maintained, as can be seen from
comparing Figure 6d with h or Figure 6e with i.
As a final remark, we note that there are some recent studies

pointing out that the dielectric function of hBN in the
monolayer limit may be different from the bulk model we used
in this work. The surface conductivity of monolayer hBN from
first-principle simulation is given by36,37

σ
ε ωω

ω ω ωγ
= −

− −
i

v

i

4
hBN,mono

0 TO,mono g

TO,mono
2 2

mono (7)

where ωTO,mono = 1387 cm−1, νg = 1.2 × 10−4c0 is the group
velocity of the phonon, with c0 being the speed of light in
vacuum, and γmono = 5 cm−1. The equivalent dielectric function
can be obtained from eq 3. We note that the group velocity of
the phonon depends on its wave vector. The wave vector of the
phonon polariton (β in eq 2) in our ribbon resonators are all
smaller than 1 nm−1 (see Supporting Information for plots of
β), in which range the group velocity can be treated as the
above-mentioned constant without involving the nonlocal
effect. In this monolayer limit, the LO phonon and TO
phonon splitting disappears, and one ends up with a single
phonon mode at a frequency near the TO phonon mode. The
phonon mode frequency also slightly shifts to shorter
wavelengths compared to the bulk model. In Figure 7a, we
show the emissivity of the single-layer hBN ribbon emitter
based on the monolayer model and the bulk model. Figure 7b
illustrates the emissivity as the ribbon width changes, to be
compared to Figure 3a. From these results, we clearly see the
difference in the emissivity spectrum using the two models, but
all major features of the emissivity spectra stay the same.
Therefore, if one uses the monolayer model, the ribbon modes
in the atomically thin emitters would shift slightly to shorter
wavelengths. However, all major conclusions from calculations
with the bulk model still hold.
In conclusion, we show that 2D materials, especially 2D

phononic materials, provide an effective platform for
controlling coherent thermal radiation with atomic precision.
The radiative properties show unique linear scaling laws due to
the low radiative decay rates of atomic resonators. Since 2D
materials in general can be easily tuned using methods such as
strain and gating,38 our findings could open the possibilities for
precise control and tuning of thermal radiation and could

benefit applications where thermal radiation control with
emitters of a small footprint is needed.39
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